
fficiency tan ar s f lianc s in the rdic

Efficiency standards for electrical household appliances are on the agenda in the Nordic countries as wen
as in where the SAVE programme stands as a central initiative.. The NORDNORM work in the
Nordic countries have been a valuable input to the European process .. The energy saving potential is very
large, and studies have shown that introducing efficiency standards could make the potential savings a
reality. This paper describes the situation in Europe and points out some characteristics concerning
cooperation between manufacturers and of common initiatives in EC and the
market of household appliances.

Introduction

The Brundtland from the World Commission on
Environment and outlined global per-
spectives concerning energy COllSU.ID):)tlcln and the impact
on the environmenL

In the tollloWlnf1 years the
different and programmes in different
world.

initiated
of the

end of 1991 The Netherlands notified a for
eJrlCllenc~y standards for household refrigerators, freezers
and their combination. this paper these three appliance
categories will be described as According
to Ee has to on such initiatives. In
both cases Be chose to make for common

The EC Commission should finish the
common within one year after the notification.

An BC frame directive on energy is
aac)ptext in the EC Council in 1992. This directive

win be foHowed by directives for each
l"\at"ON#'-~l of starting with fridge/freezers. The
frame directive as wen as the directives
must be foHowed national legislation and Iml:>leltneJl
tation initiatives.

labeHllng and standards in seem to wait for
and foHow the EC context even in countries outside EC ..

roposal for
Efficiency tandards

The Nordic countries in 1990 an
programme for Nordic energy co()peratllon with i:U.I\;;<\..-l.l!I.\"

focus on increased energy On this
Nordic Ministers of decided to
NORDNORM Commission

the
applllaIJlCeS and

fu ~kOOM~

A Plan of Action for
Sustainable with and initiatives to
meet the objectives set forth in the Brundtland

rThe SAVE programme Actions for
~·1"1"·1n1&::.nnllT\ was the EC Council in

October 1991. The central objective is to increase the
energy 20% in the year 1995. The
programme includes energy and efficiency
standards for household appliances. The EC Commission
is n.ow to prepare proposals for directives with legal
status for aU member states.

Ee member states have also EC forward in the
process notification of national initiatives. In 1990
Denmark notified an Executive Order on labelling. At the

~1"1"'1!""'!I,(.'ll>n"·'T standards have been highlighted in Europe in
1991 and 1992 a series of seminars, workshops,
and national and international initiatives. One of them is
the NORDNORM Commission of January 1992
titled for efficiency standards for the
pl~("Otr1("o'!I1hT C~JnSlunlPtJlOn of household appliances. n

The Nordic situation is that Denmark as a member of EC
has to follow the EC The other Nordic

Finland and in
IHn1l4nnlp.~n Free Trade Association Last year
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EC and EFTA finished the EEA talks concerning free
trade conditions between Ee and EFTA countries. The
EEA agreements have now to be ratified. in the single
EFTA countries. Further Finland and Sweden have asked
to become members of Ee.

NORDNORM initiated a survey of the total supply of
household appliances on the Nordic market. The result
confirmed. that this market is very European, see the
Cooperation with the Manufacturers section. A large part
of the supply is manufactured in Ee countries and a large
part of production is exported to Ee countries. It seems
reasonable to seek European standards instead of regional
or national regulations.

Therefore the proposal is directed towards Europe even
though it is formulated in a Nordic frame.

The NORDNORM Commission recognized that the recent
years have brought improvements in the energy efficiency
of appliances on the market. It is on the other hand
obvious that market penetration of highefficient models
has been rather low" A low market share of the refriger
ator LER 200 can be seen on the Danish market. The very
efficient models are often more expensive and are not
PUlfchased as special offers. The first cost is still a very

factor of choice for the consumer.

of new models almost only
occurs in connection with some kind of funded
programmes, as in Denmark with development of LER
200 from Gram and in Sweden with in-
novative of retng:er~ltoJr/tlree:zer's.

~i"t'1lt"'-aj:ont"l"T standards are initiated in recognition of the fact.
that the market alone win not. be able to
secure t.he fun achievement of gains that are
either for the over and above

are necessary for t.o
reduce environmental

the NORDNORM Proposal

rrhe NORDNORM Commission finds it that
ettlc14~nc:y standards are introduced voluntarily 0 Voluntary
a2J~ee:ments create the best basis for cooperation with the

of the which are considered as
Im·pOlrwlt for the scheme to function.

if agreements are not reached, the
Commission that making the efficiency standards
COlnplll!S()ry should be considered. It is important to make

this possibility of compulsory standards realistic from the
beginning and determine the criteria of succes of the
voluntary agreements.

The efficiency standards must be dynamic and graduated
by means of updating the standards at regular intervals.

Sufficient lead time must be allowed for implementation
from the time the standard has been announced until it
comes into force to facilitate the necessary product.
development. As far as possible the next step in the
efficiency standards should be announced as an interim
target or at least an announcement of the time for
updating.

Two methods to determine t.he level of standards were
analyzed, (1) the technical analyses and (2) the empirical
method. Both methods give valuable information and are
necessalY in the process. The empirical method is
proposed to be carried out first It creates a picture of the
market situation and can form the background for the first
level of standards. This method can give a start to
the schemeG

The technical/economic method or engineering analysis
provides more precise knowledge about technical and
economic conditions. This is essential for getting
knowledge about the on consumers costs for
buying the appliances and for operation in the lifetime"
The technical/economic analyses are used to set standards
in the longer runo

Another conclusion of the Commissions work
was to out that preparation and implementation and
levels of standards should be coordinated between the
Nordic countries and the rest of Europe in Eeo

Methods of measurement must as far as possible be based
on recognized methods. As a main
principle it is stated in the proposal that the authorities
must rely on manufacturers' declaration of energy
consumption. A system of control to spotcheck the given
information must be established.

The question of how inspection should be organized. and
what kind of sanctions should be used must be determined
in connection with implementation in member states.

As a final highlight of the proposal the necessity of an
evaluation of both the initial phase and the operation phase
is pointed out



improvements can only be realized if a number of tech
nologies that ate not of any immediate commercial interest
today can be developed and made commercially
interesting.

of Efficiency Standards

In order to evaluate the extent of the efficiency potential in
the Nordic countries from implementing efficiency stan
dards for electrical household appliances, the
NORDNORM Commission initiated a project conducted
by DEFU, a Danish institute for research and development
in the field of energy supply (DEFU 1992).

Levell
Into force
1.1& 1995

Description
Life cycle costs are minimized
(corresponds to level 2 of
scenario B)&

The aim of the project was to illustrate the effects of dif
ferent scenarios for efficiency standards for fridge/
freezers.

Level 2 1. 1.. 1998 consumption is
reduced by 25 % in relation to
level I.

No assumptions are made about compulsory or voluntary
efficiency standards in the scenarios~ In this connection it
is of minor importance whether the efficiency standards
are achieved as a result of compulsory requirements or
VOIUl1lbuv agreements. It is assumed that the standards win
be fulfilled for all appliances that are sold.

The effects of three different scenarios A, B and C, each
of which contains three levels of efficiency standards,
have been analyzed. Time schedules for the different steps
of efficiency standards are defmed. with dates that actually
presuppose that an immediate decision to introduce
efficiency standards is taken, in principle on 1,
1992.

Scenario A. The scenario is a "soft" scenario
where all three levels of efficiency standards are defined
on the basis of what is available on the market today.

Leve13 1.1.2001 is
50% in relation to

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Into force
I. I. 1994

1.1.1996

The market is closed to the 25 %
of that consume most

The market is closed to the 50%
of that consume most

The level as in a 1991 In'Uv-e'n~t'av

The life cycle cost curves have been calculated
Pedersen (1992).

These scenarios are with a reference
determined as an extrapolation of the

increase of in the latest 10 years.

1 shows the historic development in the electricity
for new appliances sold on the Danish

market from 1970 to 1990 with regard to refrigerator
without internal frostbox, combined fridge and freezer and
chest freezer.

The of the is
corrected with the assumption that it is approaching a
minimum level. This is due to the fact that there is a
physical limit of how low the electricity consumption of
the appliance can reach and because further improvements
win be very expensive, also seen in the time
perspective.

A time for consumers
of max. 2 years for the a.f"1"1~1~~nl"'l''1l.1

lmlnrOIV~lm~'nt~ carned outs

Into force
1.1.1996~ve11

Scenario Bo 11le technical-economic scenario is based on
the above mentioned technical-economic of the
po~sslt)lHltles for

ScenarioC. The environmental scenario is an ambitious
scenario where it is assumed that some of the efficiency

The life cycle costs may not ex-
ceed the (baseline) &

Level 2 1.1~ 1999

Level 3

Life costs are minimized. The development of the average consumption of new
appliances is showed for combined refrigerator/freezers in
Figure 2. It is important to note that the average con
sumption of new appliances is below the levels of stan
dards. Introduction of efficiency standards does not mean~
that all appliances will have a consumption exactly cor
responding to the standard. Manufacturers will continue
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developing more efficient models for competition and in
order to be ready for the next level of standards.

technology and in the consumer's choice of appliances that
makes it no sense to adopt US standards to Europe.

It is estimated that market supply will be within a range of
±10-15 % of average. This estimate is confirmed by a
presentation by James E. McMahon in Stockholm, Sweden
in May 1991, of experiences from US efficiency stan
dards. One of the conclusions was, that after introduction
of standards there will still be a diversity on market This
spread will be smaner measured in absolute terms (kWh),
but could be fairly described in percentages of average.

In the fonowing calculations of the effect of efficiency
standards it is assumed that average consumptions of new
appliances follow the curves similar to Figure 2, which
only concerns combined refrigerators and freezers. In
principle this situation could be realized by mandatory or
voluntary standards.

There are around 123 million households in EC and
aproximately 9 million in the Nordic countries. The
market supplied by the European manufacturers is even
bigger because they also serve the market in eastern
Europe, Austria and Switzerland.

There are of course differences in the climate.. Appliances
used in northern Europe, with a temperate climate, may
not be able to function in the south of Europe with a
subtropical climate. This is especially a concern for
fridges and freezers~ The GEA (Group for Efficient
Appliances) project mentioned below will analyze the
differences in the use of the appliances in EC more deeply
and take into account different categories according to the
different climate zones ..

The total effect of the efficiency standards on the Nordic
.a.lt:lol"t'"~at'llt,.u C-DnS;UlllPtJlOn is shown in Figures 3 and 4.

The hill ED"6"'UI"'dIi~~n Mainultacturers

There is on the other hand no reason to transfer the US
standards to Besides the different methods of
measurement there are a number of differences in the

It is to note that if a first soft level of standard
is not foHowed a more stringent

the standard can become ita sleeping pillow" where
no resources are used to develop new efficient aplPlumc:es.

Annual savings of between 2 and 4 TWh in the end of the
corresponding to 25-50 % of the total consumption

for in the year 2010 in the reference
situation. Accumulated in the between 15
and 35 TWh demonstrate a potential.

There are a number of manufacturers of hard white goods
in Europe. Table 1 shows the market shares for electric
household appliances in EC of the largest companies in
1988.

Electrolux has the largest share of the market for electric
appliances in the household sector. In the Nordic countries
they have an even higher market share, around 33 %..
Electrolux owns factories allover the world~ In
they have factories e.g .. in Sweden, Italy and
Denmark.. and Italy are home to other· important
manufacturers.

In the Nordic countries the supply of appliances including
fridge/freezers comes both from internal production and
from import (Figure 6). Imports are around 50% of the

to the Nordic Market..

Corresponding, the Nordic manufacturers export a
share of their production especially to the other Ee
countries (Figure 8).

Electric appliances imported come n18"1l"Mr'\Q11"'11i" from other
Ee countries (Figure 7).

For the above mentioned reasons there are great benefits
of harmonizing standards in Europe just as has happened
in the US with national consensus standards pre-empting
state standards.

5.

arket

has carried out a
co:mnrnS:SIO]D., showing accumu

rrl(:i}~e~/rrleezers of around 300 TWh over

he European

a

The NORDNORM Commission worked with a n1l"'n,nnc!~1

the Nordic but its intent was to
coordinate the standards with the rest of
iJ..J-j~"'BJ'V, and with the EC~ A major reason for
this is that the market for hard white goods is European
CelJlter'ed: that is the consumers in buy almost the
same of and use them in the same way.
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Refrigerators

Chest freezers

Upright freezers

Combined fridge/freezers

\l\''-It''''h,n_ machines

-
-

o 200 400 600 800

the Nordic Countries 1989, DKK millions

he rocess of etting the
tandards

The Dutch notification of standards
for freezers and their combination initiated
the processG

The Dutch standards are set to reduce the
average electricity of the appliances sold on
the market by 10 to 15%. At the same time it is 11"'n1t''\n1l"'ir~nt

to keep a certain diversity of models and brands on the
............................. "''l after the standards have been The
standards have been set statistical of the
actual Dutch market of ap):Hlance~s.

The Dutch Proposal
Standards

E

The Dutch for standards concerns
freezers and their combination used in the

domestic sector.

The standards are manCUltOl':Y and are therefore supposed
to include aU sold on the Dutch market

A model can be marketed if it is certified Le. if it
a test, which requires a certain minimum effi-

C!1I"Il~'~1l·t·1l&::1>rl for each of apl'!U1LD.C1e.

The process of setting standards is
right now in the hands of the EC Commission. Whether
the standards are going to be mandatory or is
under consideration in EC. At the moment ne~zot]laU~Dns

are carried out with the manufacturers to see if it is
possible to implement an effective voluntarv a2t'eernenlt.

Along with the ne~zot]latl~Dns for the
Ee Commission is a directive for a COlnplllls4JfV
system to implement if the are not a success.

En'lC/~~nC~V Standards for Household AIJ~!J/~~n(~es in the Nordic Countries" m" ". 6" 163



Beside a in 1992 for the manu-
facturers methods to set standards, the EC
Commission has asked the to do both market
and technical/economic GEA
is the for Efficient and consists at the
moment of the energy agencies in France, Netherland,
ur.12"'nlltvnS and Denmark*

in relation to the baseline models. The life cycle costs
were between 10 and 20% lower than the life-cycle-costs
of the baseline models.. The costs of reducing from the
baseline to minimum of life cycle costs were between 0.11
and O~34 DKKlkWh, which corresponds to between 64
and 88 % lower costs than the average electricity price in
Denmark in 1990 (0.95 DKKlkWh incl. taxes and VA1)*

Cooperation with
Foundation for Scheme

The project is a good example of how succesful a coop
eration can be with benefits for both sides.

A foundation for a scheme of standards is a succesful and
positive with the of hard white goods
both because have to implement the requirements and
because they hold the about the new and com
naercial tec:tu101c~gv

In 1991 the Danish a 'l!lIiT_·lt"lrll ....'ll~

group of members from the Danish manufac-
turers of and freezers for the domestic sector as
well as members from the Danish manufacturers' associa-
tion and the Danish Agency. The aim of
the group is to information about ini-
tiatives on the of in apJ)l1alllC(~S

and to carry out The has achieved
relations with of the Danish

In addition the AFME report mentioned above shows an
example of benefits from a good relationship with the
manufacturers~ AFME worked together with the
French producer of electric appliances, Thomson"

As mentioned before the German manufacturers hold a
large share of the market.. It is therefore important to
cooperate with them but unfortunately the German manu
facturers represented their organization have
been the most unwilling group. In Germany there has
been a voluntary agreement with the German industry of
reducing the average electricity consumption in appliances
sold on the German market. The agreement covered from
1980 to 1985 but it has not been possible to renegotiate
the mainly because of the CFC problem and
because of the with the aPl)l1aLnC(~S 'Il'S'nn"'"ll"f"":l>rI

One of the carried out in the group was on
efficient and economic
an:~lvses were made with frona the group and a con-

firm rfhe manufacturers gave
informations about their costs for lmil1l1"'n,v'B"f'llO'

the for the connpressor
and the insulation. This information was used
to how far one could go into account the
consumer cost to and the - the Hfe-

It is our that the German 1nrh'U::ot1f'"(T

more interested in the when recognize
that the EC has started to implement the SAVB program
and to react to the Netherlands's notification.. It is also a
benefit for the manufacturers to have uniform standards
across different countries rather than meeting different
standards in different countries.

GEA started its work in 1991. Different activi
ties were going on at the same time in different EC and
Nordic countries - the NORDNORM work, the Nether
land's empirical market study of fridge/freezers, the
French study for the EC Commission and the Danish
project on the same subject.. Also Switzerland was work
ing to fulfil their energy by setting targets for
minimum efficiency of appliances. There was a great need
to coordinate the activities which GEA undertook.

The goal of GEA is to carry out technical/economic
analyses necessary for the definition of efficiency
standards for refrigerators and freezers in At first
GEA works as a group of EC-members with other coun-
tries the with interest

were divided into 5
with internal

combined and cabinet freezers and
chest freezers. For each a baseline model was
defmed as the Hne for the market.

Different were aU of them
technical feasible rfhe most cost-effective options
were: compressor and increased insulation of
cabinet. For increased surface was
very cost effective~

In the of the
were found to be PO:SSlIOle



The GEA project is building on the AFME study and the
Danish project on efficient fridge/freezers. As a first part
of the project GEA win do empirical analyses to set the
first step of standards. As a second part and for setting
standards in the longer run GEA will do technical and
economic analyses similar to the method used in us. The
project will use Ee electricity prices and mark-ups and
will be carried out in cooperation of the European
manufacturers. The definition of categories is important
and numbers 8 categories. The question of the impact of
two different climate zones will be analyzed separately.

In October 1991 around 60 questionnaires were sent out to
the manufacturers to collect basic information and to
establish contact with a broad representation of European
manufacturers.

Another aspect of the project is to analyze the impacts on
the electricity consumption, on the environment, on the
manufacturers and the consumers. for the Ee
Commission is to find out to what extent manufacturers in
the South and North are differently influenced. The
Northern manufacturers is expected to produce more effi
cient appliances than their colleagues in the South. It is
also very for the ECCommission to look at the
consequences of these standards for different consumers
aeJ>enaml2: on where live in EC.

win be carried out this year. The background
~n~hTQ6::l»Q are not as extensive and detailed as those done at
the uwrence in California

The is however on the former
DrO~lects mentioned above. The intention is to follow up
with similar for dishwashers and driers
in 1993~

Nordic countries are working together in the same direc
tion - first trying to set voluntary agreements with the
manufacturers and secondly if not a success to implement
compulsory standards. It can also be concluded that this
method win give the best background for cooperation with
the manufacturers which is of great advantage for the
scheme. The NORDNORM Commission has been an
important input in this process.

It is our opinion that the process can proceed relatively
quickly in Europe and also faster than it did in the us.
First a basis for cooperation is already established, and
second the different initiatives have been harmonized at an
early stage. The already developed method of setting
standards in US has in addition been very useful in the
preparatory work in .I),.,J'-l'J~""'IIJ""'.
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